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Abstrat

There is evidene that self-organization proesses an be regarded as iteration in the

sense that a subsystem pereives the state of its omplement and reats to it, perhaps

non-deterministially. This iterative struture leads automatially to the generation of

fratal like strutures as �xed points of iteration. The physial origin of this iterative

struture is not well understood and one annot exlude the possibility that some new

physis is involved.

Quantum topologial geometrodymamis (TGD) suggests identi�ation of the basi it-

erative basi step in self-organization as quantum jump between quantum states iden-

ti�ed as quantum histories (by the requirement of General Coordinate Invariane).

One of the basi onsequenes of TGD is the manysheetedness of the spaetime repre-

sentable as a surfae in ertain 8-dimensional spae. The interation between di�erent

spaetime sheets is mediated by "wormholes" (with size of order 10

4

Plank lengths)

feeding gauge and gravitational uxes between spaetime sheets. The p-adi length

sale hypothesis, stating that ertain p-adi primes are in physially favored position,

leads to rather strong quantitative preditions about the size and relationships among

entities in a given spaetime topology.

In this artile the formulation of hydrodynamis in many-sheeted spaetime, hydrody-

namial self-organization, the desription of transition to turbulene and mehanisms

of energy transfer between di�erent spaetime sheets are onsidered from TGD point

of view. The essential element of desription is the failure of the hydrodynami approx-

imation below the p-adi length sale L

p

giving minimum size for the partile at level p

and the neessity to apply partile desription below this length sale. The generalized

onept of loality (TGD based physis is loal in the on�guration spae ontaining

3-surfaes as its points) explains how it is possible to have loally haoti behavior

and global partile like behaviour simultaneously. Examples of this phenomenon are

hydrodynami and also aerodynami vorties suh as hurrianes and typhoons.

Classial modelling of asynhronous and synhronous behavior in heterogenous osil-

lator networks suh as may be used to represent large-sale hydrodynami or aero-

dynami events has tended to fous upon deterministi phase synhronization among

neighboring elements and the development of luster formation. The role of a quan-

tum topologial priniple has been generally overlooked sine the marosopi sale

has been understood to be ontologially di�erent from the near-Plank sale. TGD

suggests di�erent approah and opens the door to the possibility that many inter-

esting ooperative network phenomena may have an underlying quantum topologial

mehanism whih is approximated by suh lassial models as the synhronization of

nonequilibrium networks through simple period signals.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In topologial geometrodynamis [Pitk�anen

1

,1995℄

approah to the uni�ation of the fundamental in-

terations, spaetime is replaed by a surfae of 8-

dimensional spae H = M

4

+

� CP

2

, where M

4

+

is

the interior of the future light one of 4-dimensional

Minkowski spae and CP

2

is omplex projetive spae

with real dimension four. TGD:eish spaetime an

be regarded as a manysheeted surfae. The dis-

tanes between parallel sheets are extremely small,

of the order of CP

2

size R about 10

4

Plank lengths.

Sheets have a �nite size and outer boundary and

form a hierarhial struture ordered by the typial

size of the sheet. Spaetime sheet is identi�ed as

a geometri representations of a material objet so

that 'matter' (in the sense of 'res extensa') redues

to spaetime topology in TGD. Elementary partiles

orrespond to surfaes with size of order R, whih

have su�ered topologial ondensation ('gluing' by

topologial sum ontat) to a larger spaetime sheet.

The onstrution of quantum TGD relies on the

hypothesis that quantum theory redues to the spinor

geometry of the in�nite-dimensional on�guration

spae onsisting of all possible 3-surfaes inH . Phys-

ial states orrespond to the modes of the (purely

lassial) on�guration spae spinor �eld. Basi fea-

tures of quantum TGD are quantum ritiality, whih

suggests the existene of marosopi quantum sys-

tems in all length sales, and spin-glass analogy

whih suggests that the TGD:eish ounterpart of en-

ergy landsape possesses ultrametri topology, whih

is p-adi [Pitk�anen

2

,1995℄ (there is in�nite series

of p-adi number �elds R

p

, p prime). Ultramet-

ri norm satis�es N(x + y) � MaxfN(x); N(y)g

rather than N(x + y) � N(x) + N(y) satis�ed by

the real norm: this implies that p-adi numbers are

not well ordered like reals. A stronger hypothesis is

that also e�etive quantum average spaetime an

be endowed with e�etive p-adi topology. The so

alled p-adi length sale hypothesis states that p-

adi primes p ' 2

k

, k power of prime, are physially

espeially interesting and leads to a very suessful

model for the massivation of elementary partiles

based on p-adi thermodynamis in Super Virasoro

algebra: p-adi length sales assoiated with p is

given by L(p) =

p

pl, l ' 1:288� 10

4

p

G (

p

G de-

notes Plank length) and there are not too many

p-adi length sales between CP

2

length sale l and

osmologial length sale.

An essential element of quantum TGD is the

generalization of the quantum measurement theory

provided by the so alled strong form of Negen-

tropy Maximization Priniple (NMP). General Co-

ordinate Invariane fores the identi�ation of quan-

tum states as entire quantum histories and state

funtion ollapse an be identi�ed as a quantum

jump between quantum histories. In this manner

one avoids the basi paradox related to the nonde-

terminism of the state funtion ollapse ontra de-

terminism of the Shr�odinger equation. NMP states

that quantum jump for a given subsystem leads to a

state whih orresponds to a minimum of entangle-

ment entropy: this state orresponds to an eigen-

state of subsystem's density matrix, whih an be

therefore regarded as a universal observable mea-

sured in the quantum jump. Strong NMP states

that in a given quantum state, the subsystem (or

of one of the subsystems) giving rise to maximum

negentropy gain, an make quantum jump. Subsys-

tem is de�ned as time=onstant setion of the quan-

tum history so that one an assoiate de�nite value

of time to the quantum jump. What strong NMP

(or rather its p-adi version) says is that the most

quantum entangled subsystem makes the quantum

jump. The priniple favours the generation of quan-

tum entanglement and hene of entropy so that the

seond law of thermodynamis an be understood

as a onsequene of strong NMP.

Quantum TGD leads to a quantum theory of

self-organization. There are good reasons to believe

that the fundamental element of self-organization is

essentially iteration at very general level leading to

the formation of fratal patterns as the �xed point

of the iteration proess. The basi features of this

iteration step are the interation of some subsystem

with its omplement followed by a possibly non-

deterministi reation. Clearly, quantum jump is

an exellent andidate for the fundamental iterative

step of self organization. Strong form of NMP se-

lets the subsystem whih in a given quantum state

an perform the quantum jump and implies that

entanglement feed (implying entanglement entropy

feed) is a neessary prequisite of self-organization.

Biosystems and hydrodynamial systems pro-

vide espeially interesting potential appliations of

the many-sheeted spaetime onept, p-adi length

sale hypothesis and quantum theory of self-organiza-

tion. On the order of hydrodynami phenomena,

the many-sheeted spaetime onept fores to re-

plae hydrodynamis with a hierarhy of hydrody-

namis, one for eah spaetime sheet. At given

spaetime sheet, haraterized by a p-adi prime p,

partiles have size not smaller than p-adi length

sale and p-adi length sale gives natural uto�

length sale below whih hydrodynami approxima-

tion fails. p-Adi length sale hierarhy leads to

testable preditions sine p-adi length sales should

manifest themselves in the properties of the hydro-

dynami ow involving several p-adi length sales:

in partiular, turbulent ow should exhibit large

number of p-adi length sales. In partiular, TGD

suggests energy and angular momentum transfer meh-

anisms between di�erent spaetime sheets: these

should play important role in biology. Quantum

theory of self-organization suggests that self-organi-

zation in even, say Benard ow, should our ba-

sially via quantum jumps and provided there is



entanglement entropy feed to the system. This is

ertainly in onit with the standard belief about

the unimportane of quantum e�ets in marosopi

physis. As a matter fat, quantum entanglement

might provide the royal road to the understanding

of the biosystems as marosopi quantum systems

(see the last parts of [Pitk�anen

1

,1995℄ and [Pitk�anen

2

,1995℄

and the artiles about TGD inspired theory of biosys-

tems [Pitk�anen

5

,1998℄).

Neural systems in partiular, inluding both bi-

ologial and arti�ial neural networks, have gener-

ally been modelled through purely lassial network

dynamis. However the problem of synhronization

and self-organization, while shown [Dudziak, 1993;

Chinarov and Gergely, 1997; Chinarov and Gergely,

1998℄ to be addressable by periodi input signals and

the introdution of mean-�eld and nearest-neighbor

ouplings inluding variants of simple osine intera-

tions, does not reeive an explanation for the emer-

gene and development of partiular pathways and

strutures for suh signaling and ouplings, parti-

ularly between widely separated and seemingly dis-

parate regions of a larger topology (e.g., the brain).

Note: the units used in the sequel will be �h =

1;  = 1.

2 BRIEF INTRODUCTION TO TGD

TGD [Pitk�anen

1

,1995, Pitk�anen

2

,1995℄ was born about

twenty years ago as an attempt to solve the so alled

energy problem of General Relativity by assuming

that the physially allowed spaetimes are repre-

sentable as 4-dimensional surfaes in ertain 8-dimen-

sional spaetime. Quite soon it beame lear that

TGD ould also be regarded as a generalization of

the old-fashioned hadroni string model obtained by

replaing 1-dimensional strings with 3-dimensional

surfaes. It took several years to unify these om-

pletely disparate looking approahes and this re-

quired a radial generalization of the onept of 3-

spae.

2.1 How to enter TGD from the energy problem of

GRT?

The basi hypothesis of General Relativity is that

the presene of matter makes spaetime urved. This

idea however leads to diÆulties with the well tested

deep ideas about symmetries sine the the transla-

tional symmetries of the Minkowski spae giving rise

to the onservation of four-momentum are lost.

There is a manner to irumvent the energy

problem. Assume that spaetime is representable as

a 4-dimensional surfae of some higher-dimensional

spaetime H = M

4

� S obtained by replaing ev-

ery point of the empty Minkowski spaetime M

4

with an N-dimensional spae S with a very small

size (of order Plank length whih orresponds to

about 10

�35

meters). This spae possesses the sym-

metries of the empty Minkowski spae plus some

Figure 1: Gravitation makes spaetime urved and leads

to a loss of translational symmetries in GRT.

additional symmetries, namely those of S. This

suggests the existene of a theory for whih spae-

time is a 4-dimensional surfae of H determined by

�eld equations whih allow the symmetries of H as

symmetries. This would mean a solution of the en-

ergy problem sine energy would now orrespond to

time translations of H rather than of 4-dimensional

spaetime as in General Relativity.

As a by produt one obtains also additional sym-

metries: namely those of S and identifying these

symmetries as olor symmetries harateristi for

quarks and gluons, one an identify S uniquely as

so alled omplex projetive spae S = CP

2

having

dimension four so that the spae H is 8-dimensional

and theory beomes unique. For osmologial and

mathematial reasons one is fored to replaeM

4

by

(interior of) the future light one of M

4

, to be de-

noted byM

4

+

: M

4

+

orresponds to empty Robertson-

Walker osmology.

cosmic time=const
hyperboloid

x

x0=ct

moment of big bang

Figure 2: Geometry of the future lightone M

4

+

.

z1 =x1 + iy1

z3 =x3 + iy3

z2 =x2 + iy2

z

λz

λ = λ1 +iλ2 

Figure 3: CP

2

as a omplex projetive spae of real

dimension 4.

Sub-manifold geometry leads to a natural ge-



ometrization of gauge �elds and quantum numbers.

Indution proedure for the metri means that dis-

tanes in spaetime surfae are measured using the

meter stiks of the imbedding spae. In ase of the

gauge �elds indution means that parallel transla-

tion is performed using the parallel translation de-

�ned by the spinor onnetion of the imbedding

spae. The requirement that eletroweak gauge stru-

ture results �xes the spae S uniquely to S = CP

2

.

Also the geometrization of known elementary parti-

le quantum numbers results.

2.2 TGD:eish spaetime onept

One an enter up with TGD also as a generalization

of the old fashioned hadroni string model by gener-

alizing the desription of hadrons as strings having

quarks at their ends with the desription of partiles

as small 3-surfaesX

3

ontaining quantum numbers

at their boundaries. This leads to a topologial ex-

planation of the family repliation phenomenon and

makes it possible to explain the known elementary

partile quantum numbers in terms of H-geometry.

The TGD resulting from the generalization of string

is however quite di�erent from the TGD resulting as

a solution of the energy problem of GRT.

The only manner to unify these two TGD:s is

provided by a generalization of the spaetime on-

ept. The marosopi spaetime with matter is

identi�ed as a many-sheeted surfae with hierar-

hial struture. There are sheets glued on larger

sheets glued on larger sheets..... Eah sheet has

outer boundary and material objets are identi�ed

as spaetime sheets. Gluing is performed by topo-

logial sum operation onneting di�erent spaetime

sheets by very tiny wormholes with size of orderCP

2

radius. Wormholes reside near the boundaries of a

given spaetime sheet and they feed various gauge

uxes to the larger spaetime sheet (external world

from the view point of the smaller spaetime sheet).

Elementary partiles orrespond to so alled CP

2

type extremals, whih have Eulidian metri and

negative �nite ation and have very muh the same

role in TGD as blakholes in GRT.

        free particles  ’outside’ the spacetime:
        ’vapour phase’
       
        

’wormhole’
(#  throat)

different parallel
spacetime sheets

’topologically 
condensed’ particle

join along
boundaries bond

’wormhole’

CP2

M4
+

R

Figure 4: Topologial ondensate and vapour phase:

two-dimensional visualization.

2.3 Quantum TGD very briey

The onstrution of quantum TGD redues to the

onstrution of spinor geometry for the in�nite-dimen-

sional on�guration spae CH of TGD onsisting of

3-dimensional surfaes in the 8-dimensional spae

M

4

+

� CP

2

(for details see the �rst two parts of

[Pitk�anen

1

,1995℄) This means the onstrution of

the metri and spinor struture. Quite general phys-

ial requirements lead to the onlusion that the ge-

ometry of CH must be so alled K�ahler geometry

1

allowing omplex struture in its tangent spae. The

onstrution of the CH metri redues to that of

identifying the so alled K�ahler funtion K(X

3

) as

a funtional of 3-surfae. The onstrution of the

gamma matries assoiated with the spinor stru-

ture redues to the seond quantization of free in-

dued spinor �elds on spaetime surfae: antiom-

muting gamma matries are superpositions of anti-

ommuting fermioni osillator operators.

2.3.1 General Coordinate Invariane

The basi physial requirement is 4-dimensional Gen-

eral Coordinate Invariane. This an be realized

provided that the K�ahler funtion assoiates to a

given 3-surfaeX

3

appearing as its argument a unique

spaetime surfae X

4

(X

3

) for 4-dimensional di�eo-

morphisms to at on. This spaetime surfae ould

be alled the lassial spaetime assoiated with given

3-surfae. A very onvining guess for the K�ahler

funtion K(X

3

) is as the absolute minimum of so

alled K�ahler ation for all spaetime surfaes going

'through' X

3

. A good analogy are the membranes

going through a wire: one of them provides the sur-

fae with minimum area passing through the wire.

2.3.2 Quantum ritiality

K�ahler ation involves only one a priori free parame-

ter, the so alled K�ahler oupling strength �

K

, and

the fat that vauum funtional is preisely anal-

ogous to the partition funtion of a ritial system

with K�ahler oupling strength in the role of temper-

ature suggests that the physial theory orresponds

to a ritial value of the K�ahler oupling strength.

An important predition is the existene of long

range quantum orrelations in all length sales: this

suggests that TGD ould provide the mehanisms

needed for understanding biosystems as marosopi

1

Annihilation and reation operators are the

quintessene of quantum �eld theory. K�ahler struture

in the on�guration spae of 3-surfaes geometrizes this

onept. In K�ahler geometry imaginary unit i is geo-

metrially realized as an antisymmetri tensor, so alled

K�ahler form J , whose square is �1, 1 being realized as

the metri tensor. Physially K�ahler form behaves like

soureless Maxwell �eld. The simplest example of K�ah-

ler geometry is two-dimensional (q,p)- phase spae for

one-dimensional harmoni osillator regarded as a om-

plex plane with omplex oordinate (z=q+ip).



quantum systems.

2.3.3 Super Virasoro symmetry and spin glass anal-

ogy

Con�guration spae geometry is �xed by symme-

try onsiderations and the by the requirement of

divergene anellation (reall that the situation is

in�nite-dimensional!) to a very high degree. Super

Virasoro and Super Ka Moody symmetries of the

string models generalize and play absolutely essen-

tial role in the onstrution. The onstrution works

only forM

4

+

�S, where S is four-dimensional K�ahler

manifold. This is due to the very speial onformal

properties of the 4-dimensional light one boundary

(the moment of the big bang). 8-dimensionality is

in turn neessary in order to onstrut spinor stru-

ture: all boils down to the observation that only

in 8-dimensional ase the number of spinor ompo-

nents of a �xed hirality is the same as the dimen-

sion of the spae itself. Super Virasoro invariane

ditates the mass spetrum of the theory as well

and S-matrix an be regarded as an exponential of

a Hamiltonian, whih is just Super Virasoro gener-

ator L

0

.

A entral role in the onstrution is played by

the preise mathematial analogy with the spin glass

phase, whih implies the existene of an in�nite num-

ber of zero modes, whose oordinates do not ap-

pear at all in the line element de�ning the Rie-

mannian metri of CH . Zero modes haraterize

the shape and size of 3-surfae and the indued

K�ahler �eld on 3-surfae. The zero modes, whih

are genuinely TGD:eish phenomenon, an be iden-

ti�ed as TGD ounterpart for the order parameter

appearing in the theory of self-organization based

on non-equilibrium thermodynamis [Haken, 1988℄.

The basi onsequene of spin glass analogy is ultra-

metriity of the generalized energy landsape [Parisi,

1992℄, whih in turn leads to the hypothesis that ef-

fetive spaetime topology is p-adi.

2.3.4 The onept of quantum average e�etive spae-

time

The onept of the 'quantum average e�etive spae-

time' is ruial for relating the theory to QFT de-

sription. The exponent exp(K=2) of the K�ahler

funtion, analogous to osillator Gaussian, de�nes a

unique vauum funtional for the theory. The max-

ima of the K�ahler funtion with respet to non-zero

modes as funtion of zero modes an be identi�ed as

'e�etive spaetimes', whose dynamis is ditated by

the absolute minimization of K�ahler ation so that

the 'e�etive ation' de�ning the low energy limit of

the theory only selets some of the maxima of the

K�ahler funtion. The hypothesis that the maximum

of the K�ahler funtion as a funtion of zero modes is

p-adi fratal [Pitk�anen

2

,1995℄ is motivated by rit-

iality and spin glass analogy and leads to the long

sought for onnnetion between quantum TGD and

p-adi TGD (, whih leads to very suesfull pre-

ditions of elementary partile masses [Pitk�anen

2

,

1995℄).
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Figure 5: The p-adi fratal de�ned by p-adially

analyti funtion f(x) = x

2

by the formula

^

f ℄(x) = I Æ f Æ I

(

� 1)(x) where I is so alled anoni-

al identi�ation I :

P

x

n

p

n

!

P

n

x

n

p

�n

mapping

p-adis to reals.

If the e�ets related to the indued metri (las-

sial gravitation) are negleted the anonial trans-

formations of CP

2

at as U(1) gauge symmetries

and all anonially related surfaes are physially

equivalent. Gravitation however breaks this gauge

invariane but due to the extreme weakness of the

gravitational interation one has good reasons to ex-

pet that the maxima of K�ahler funtion for given

values of the zero modes are highly degenerate. This

means that the lassial e�etive spaetime surfae

is not unique but one must onsider quantum super-

position of several e�etive spaetimes just like in

wave mehanis eletron an exist in several plaes

simultaneously. This leads to a generalization of the

atastrophe theory [Zeeman,1977℄ to the in�nite-

dimensional on�guration spae ontext with zero

modes playing the role of the ontrol parameters

and nonzero modes playing the role of the state vari-

ables. Also a onnetion with the nonequilibrium

thermodynamis of Haken [Haken,1988℄ and with

Penrose-Hamero� piture [Penrose and Hamero�,1996℄

emerges.

x

a
b

maximum of Kä hler 
function is 2-fold
degenerate

fiber

zero modes

Figure 6: Cusp-atastrophe. Control parameters a and

b orrespond to zero modes and statevariable x orre-

sponds to non-zero modes in TGD ontext.



2.4 p-Adi length sale hypothesis

p-Adi length sale hypothesis [Pitk�anen

2

,1995℄ states

that to a given p-adi prime p there orresponds a

p-adi length sale L

p

=

p

pl, l ' 1:288 � 10

4

p

G

(

p

G denotes Plank length) and that physially fa-

voured primes orrespond to p ' 2

k

, k power of

prime. The justi�ation for the �rst part of the

hypothesis omes from Unertainty Priniple and

from the p-adi mass alulations prediting that

the mass of elementary partile, resulting from the

mixing of massless states with 10

�4

m

Plank

mass

states desribed by p-adi thermodynamis, is of

order 1=L

p

for the light states. The justi�ation

for the preferred values of p omes from elementary

partile blakhole analogy (see the hapter 'Phys-

ial building bloks' of [Pitk�anen

2

,1995℄) general-

izing the Bekenstein-Hawking area-entropy law to

apply to the elementary partile horizon de�ned as

the surfae at whih the Eulidian signature for the

so alled CP

2

type extremal desribing elementary

partile hanges to the Minkowskian signature of the

bakground spaetime at whih elementary partile

has su�ered topologial ondensation.

It is natural to postulate that spaetime sheets

form a hierarhy with respet to p in the sense that

the lower bound for the size of the spaetime sheets

at level p is of order L

p

and that p

1

< p

2

sheets on-

densed on p

2

sheets behave like partiles on sheet p

2

.

Furthermore, there are good arguments in favour of

the hypothesis stating that spaetime sheets have

e�etive p-adi topology below the length sale L

p

and that real topology applies above resolution L

p

.

The following table lists the p-adi length sales

L

p

, p ' 2

k

, k power or prime, whih might be inter-

esting as far as ondensed matter is onsidered (the

notation L(k) will be used instead of L

p

). It must be

emphasized that the de�nition of length the sale is

bound to ontain some unkown numerial fator K:

the requirement that the thikness of ell membrane

orresponds to L(151) �xes the proportionality o-

eÆient K to K ' 1:1.

k 127 131 137 139 149

L

p

=10

�10

m :020 :082 :65 1:3 42:0

k 151 157 163 167 169

L

p

=10

�7

m :083 :67 5:3 21 42

k 173 179 181 191 193

L

p

=10

�3

m .0017 :14 :28 8:9 17:8

Table 1. p-Adi length sales L

p

= 2

k�127

L(127),

p ' 2

k

, L(127) �

�

p

5+Y

m

e

, Y = :0317, k power of

prime, possibly relevant to ondensed matter physis.

The existene of lassial Z

0

�elds analogous to

eletromagneti �elds are almost unavoidable pre-

dition of TGD and implies a lot of new physis even

in ondensed matter length sales and the related

mathematial and physial onstraints �x the stru-

ture of the many-sheeted spaetime to very high

degree. These onstraints are disussed in detail

in part V of [Pitk�anen

2

,1995℄ and shown to lead

to rather nontrivial preditions both in nulear and

ondensed matter physis. Classial Z

0

fore is pre-

dited to be important in biology and hydrodynam-

is: for instane, hirality seletion in biosystems

has an explanation based on lassial Z

0

fore.

2.5 The role of 'wormholes'

The interation between spaetime sheets is medi-

ated by the the extremely tiny 'wormholes' having

size of order CP

2

radius R and loated near the

boundaries of the smaller spaetime sheet. Worm-

holes feed the eletromagneti, Z

0

and gravitational

gauge uxes from the smaller spaetimesheet to the

larger one (say from the atomi sheet to some mole-

ular sheet). p-Adi onsiderations suggest that worm-

holes are light having mass of order 1=L

p

: this im-

plies that they su�er Bose-Einstein ondensation on

the ground state. One ould even say that spae-

time sheets 'pereive' the external world with the

help of the harged wormhole BE ondensates near

their boundaries. TGD suggests a model of nerve

pulse and EEG based on Josephson juntion formed

by the wormhole BE ondensates assoiated with

the lipid layers of the ell membrane (see the hap-

ter 'TGD inspired model of EEG and nervepulse' of

[Pitk�anen

1

,1995℄). Josephson juntions are known

to be self-organizing systems. The gradual gener-

ation of phase oherene makes in this ase possi-

ble the oherent osillations of entanglement making

possible the self-organizing quantum jumps. Coher-

ent light is also a shool example of self-organization

[Haken,1988℄ and is predited to be emitted by lin-

ear bio-strutures, suh as mirotubules and pos-

sibly also DNA (see the hapter 'Mirotubules as

quantum antennas' of [Pitk�anen

1

,1995℄).

Wormholes provide a very general mehanism

making possible the transfer of lassial eletromag-

neti �elds and various quantum numbers suh as

energy, momentum and angular momentum, between

di�erent spaetime sheets. Besides biosystems also

hydrodynamial systems provide promising applia-

tions for TGD based onepts.

-Q

+Q

A

B

A: -Q total classical charge of the ’upper’ wormhole throat
B: +Q total classical charge of the ’lower’ wormhole throat

field line of
electric field

CP2

M4
+

R

Figure 7: Wormholes feed the gauge uxes from smaller

to larger spaetime sheets and vieversa.



3 QUANTUM THEORY OF

SELF-ORGANIZATION

Self-organization [Haken,1988℄ is losely related to

the generation of fratal patterns and the book of

Barnsley [Barnsley,1988℄ about fratals gives rather

onvining arguments supporting the belief that fra-

tals are �xed points of iteration. The spae in whih

�xed point exists is rather abstrat: typially it be-

longs to the set of subsets of some spae, say, 3-

dimensional Eulidian spae. This �xed point an

be a landsape, biosystem, eologial population,

hydrodynamial ow,... For instane, the suess

of this reeipe in reproduing even a virtual photo

of a forest is amazing [Barnsley,1988℄. Even evolu-

tion ould be regarded as resulting from this kind of

iterative proess leading gradually to a �xed point.

There is no obvious manner how this iteration

ould result from the equations of the lassial physis.

TGD suggests that the quantum jump between dif-

ferent quantum histories ould be the fundamen-

tal iteration step [Pitk�anen

3

,1997, Pitk�anen

4

,1998℄!

Furthermore, the strong form of Negentropy Maxi-

mization Priniple (NMP) tells that in a given quan-

tum state only, only (one of) the subsystem(s) pos-

sessing largest entanglement entropy an perform

the quantum jump. Therefore strong NMP pre-

dits that self organization and fratalization an

our only for open systems fed by (entanglement)

entropy.

3.1 Iteration as a basi step in self-organization

Iteration, understood in a very general sense, seems

to be the basi element of self-organization. A good

example is provided by ellular automata (game of

life is the best known example). Cellular automaton

onsists of ells, whih pereive their surroundings

and perform a deision to hange their state aord-

ing to some rule. Rule need not be deterministi but

the dynamis ditated by it is irreversible. This is

what makes it so diÆult to understand how iter-

ation might result from the reversible equations of

physis and suggests that thermodynamis or some

deeper priniple underlying thermodynamis is im-

portant.

Seond example is amera, whih monitors tv

sreen to whih the piture taken by the amera is

fed bak. This system exhibits typial self-organiza-

tion patterns obtained by varying the diretion an-

gle of the amera with respet to the TV sreen. It-

eration is rather abstrat proess now: amera per-

eives the state of tv and reats by sending a new

piture to the TV sreen.

Benard onvetion is a third standard example

of self-organization. When liquid is heated evenly

from below, a temperature gradient develops and

at some ritial value of the temperature gradient,

onvetion sets on. A ow pattern onsisting of liq-

uid ells is formed. The size and shape of ell as

well as the pattern of the liquid motion in the ell

depends on the parameters haratering the situa-

tion (size and shape of the liquid vessel, the tem-

perature di�erene,...). As temperature di�erene

inreases, more ompliated ow patterns emerge:

what happens is essentially that patterns of larger

sale oherent motion emerge by the organization of

the Benard ells to larger units.

Biosystems provide more ompliated examples

of self-organization. In this ase self-organization

has many hierarhial levels. First DNA and pro-

teins together with geneti ode are formed by self-

organization at the moleular level, at some stage

ome monoellulars, multiellulars,..., individuals,

families, soial organizations,... Clearly, the subsys-

tems of the previous level ombine to form larger o-

herent subsystems at the higher levels of self-organiza-

tion.

3.2 Quantum jump as the basi iterative step in

self-organization

The ommon feature of the self-organizing systems

is the deomposition into subsystems as a result of

self-organization. Subsystem pereives the state of

the external world and reats to it. The ative sub-

system need not be the same in subsequent iteration

steps unless one formally regards the entire system

as the reating system. Human soiety is a typi-

al example in whih individuals or groups of them

pereive and reat.

Category theory has been applied in partiular

to biologial systems by Rosen [Rosen, 1991℄ and

others in an attempt to model a non-mehanisti,

non-redutionist oneption of biologial systems and

their interations at di�erent sales of magnitude

but also di�erent sales of ation. A network ther-

modynami approah to ellular and ell membrane

proesses in fat, though purely lassial in its dy-

namis, has been developed within theoretial biol-

ogy [Mikuleky, 1993℄ and this inreasingly points

to a view that distinguishes omplexity and ross-

salar interations of a non-algorithmi nature that

an at best and for preisely bounded examples be

modeled with suÆient approximation by lassial

deterministi formalisms [Kampis, 1991℄.

Is it the iterative step that is in some fashion

"self-modifying" in that the next state in the evo-

lution of a proess of a reating system is inu-

ened not by the same set of fators or parameters

in a strit linear historial evolution but by onse-

quenes that are fundamentally entangled or super-

posed. In other words, the miro-history may be

said to hange, and the very model of ause and ef-

fet, in the sense of spei� and linear onnetivity,

may need to be modi�ed to inorporate what Rosen

and others term a omponent model of systems evo-

lution and self-organization, the omponents being

inseparable but partially distinguishable "views" of

the larger system from a partiular perspetive and



quite importantly from a partiular sale of obser-

vation and measurement.

What is being suggested is that the measure-

ment proess is not only fundamental but deisive

in the sense that the system future and all dis-

ussion of self-organization atually revolve around

non-deterministi hanges or shifts in measureable

state-values by a subsystem of the environment (re-

lated subsystem omponents) around it. The pa-

rameters that are or an be measured are deter-

mined by the olletive interations of the neigh-

boring omponents in the larger system of whih

one measuring subsystem (omponent) is a mem-

ber. This begins to take on the appearane of a

olletive, population-driven type of problem, one

for whih the soietal metaphor is more than just a

metaphor.

This suggests that the fundamental iteration step

is atually quantum jump: in a given quantum state

the subsystem possessing largest quantum entan-

glement, performs quantum measurement and as

a onsequene, jumps to a new state, whih is an

eigenstate of the density matrix. In TGD ontext

this new state orresponds to a new quantum his-

tory, say a new solution to the equations of hydro-

dynamis in Benard onvetion. Quantum jump

is learly a 'soial' proess: subsystem pereives

(quantum measures) the external world and reats

to it. Subsystem an in priniple be any subystem

of the entire system so that the senario is onsid-

erably more general than ellular automaton. The

proess an also reate a subsystem suh as Benard

ell in Benard onvetion or a ell in biologial evo-

lution. Evolution of larger subsystems is possible:

for instane, the quantum entanglements for a large

ensemble of subsystems ould osillate oherently

making possible quantum jumps of the entire en-

semble at the maxima of the entanglement and give

rise to quantum lok. Although quantum jump

itself is nondeterministi, quantum statistial deter-

minism implies that self-organization patterns are

preditable at the limit of a large number of subsys-

tems: at the level of the large subsystems there is

always non-preditability involved.

3.3 Co-operativity, long range orrelations and quan-

tum entanglement

The generation of the long range order is one of the

basi haraters of the self-organized systems (the

formation of Benard ells in Benard onvetion, the

formation of Taylor's vortex belts in the rotation of

a ylinder ontaining uid, onentration patterns

in Belounow-Zabotinsky reation). In Benard on-

vetion the long range order orresponds to the for-

mation of the Benard ells, whose size and shape

depend on the temperature di�erene and the size

and the shape of the vessel. The TGD based expla-

nation of o-operativity ould involve both quantum

entanglement and manysheeted spaetime onept

foring the generalization of the partile onept.

For instane, in Benard onvetion heating ould

reate quantum entanglement between distant uid

partiles.

Co-operativity is espeially important feature of

biosystems. One ould even onsider the possibil-

ity that the fundamental reason for why repliation

(and pairing proess!) ours in biosystems is that

repliation reates quantum entangled systems just

like the annihilation of photon reates a quantum

entangled pair of harged partiles.

3.4 Neessity of entropy feed and strong NMP

Essential for the self-organization is external en-

tropy feed as paradoxal as the latter statement

might sound (Benard onvetion and even the gen-

eral intuition about biosystems as systems living

at the boundary between haos and order). This

an be understood on basis of strong NMP, whih

implies the seond law of thermodynamis among

other things. Strong NMP tells that in a given

quantum state the subsystem with maximum entan-

glement entropy performs the quantum jump (per-

eption+ reation). In absene of entropy (entan-

glement) feed, the generation of quantum entangle-

ment ours slowly if at all and subsystems do not

get the opportunity to pereive and reat and iter-

ative proess is not possible. In presene of entropy

(entanglement) feed, the situation hanges and the

system gets an opportunity to self-organize.

The same priniple applies in ase of brain. Meta-

bolism represents the entropy feed generating quan-

tum entanglement making possible quantum jumps

and leading to the iterative proess leading to self-

organized fratal patterns.

4 HYDRODYNAMICS IN

MANY-SHEETED SPACETIME

The appliation of the quantum theory of self-organization,

manysheeted spaetime onept and p-adi length

sale hypothesis to hydrodynamis are onsidered

in the sequel.

4.1 Hierarhy of hydrodynamis

In TGD framework, hydrodynamis (and also ther-

modynamis) generalizes to a hierarhy of hydrody-

namis, one for eah spaetime sheet labeled by the

powers of primes k = 131; 137; 139; :::. The sheets

of 3-spae, whih an be regarded the basi units

of ow (say vorties) at a given p-adi length sale

appear as partiles at larger spaetime sheets. The

motion of the smaller spaetime sheets ondensed

on a sheet of a given size an in turn be desribed

hydrodynamially under some irumstanes. Of

ourse, the system an behave as a liquid at sheet

k

1

, as a gas at sheet k

2

and and as a solid at sheet



k

3

,... Liquid-rystals might be regarded as an ex-

ample of this kind of multiphase behaviour.

The p-adi length sale L(k) is a good guess

for a minimum size of a partile at level k. Basi

units of this size an ombine to form larger units

by the formation of join along boundaries bonds:

this orresponds to the formation of hemial bonds

in atomi length sales. The formation of the join

along boundaries bonds provides a onrete realiza-

tion for the quantum ritiality of TGD prediting

quantum oherent subsystems of all possible sizes.

This ritiality might be the most important fea-

ture of water making it ideal element as far as the

formation of marosopi quantum systems is on-

sidered. The failure of the hydrodynami approx-

imation below the p-adi length sale is obvious.

Hydrodynamis applies when the number of spae-

time sheets ondensed on a given spaetime sheet

is large enough. p-Adi length sale hierarhy sug-

gests saling laws for the parameters haraterizing

hydrodynamis. In partiular, visosity should sat-

isfy appropriate saling law (see the hapter 'TGD

and ondensed matter physis' of [Pitk�anen

2

,1995℄).

An important element is ertain degree of non-

loality ruial for understanding self-organization

phenomena. In TGD, the spaetime loality of the

standard quantum physis is replaed by a loal-

ity in the in�nite-dimensional spae of 3-surfaes,

in whih single 3-surfae beomes a point. Hene,

even at the level of hydrodynamis, the strutures of

the ow behave as genuine quantum partiles in the

zero mode degrees of freedom haraterizing among

other things the size and shape of the 3-surfae.

Good examples of hydro- and aero-dynami par-

tiles are vorties, hurrianes and tornados. The

hydrodynami ow for the aerodynamial partiles

ondensed on 'hurriane spaetime sheet' is haoti

but the hurriane itself behaves like a oherent dy-

namial unit.

The detailed study of simple imbeddings of ele-

tromagneti and Z

0

gauge �elds (see hapter 'Maro-

sopi quantum phenomena and CP

2

geometry' of

[Pitk�anen

1

,1995℄) as indued gauge �elds leads to a

onlusion that spaetime sheets, 'topologial �eld

quanta', are typially haraterized by a handfull

of vauum quantum numbers haraterizing the de-

pendene of the phase of the two CP

2

omplex oor-

dinates on spaetime oordinates. Two frequeny-

and momentum type quantum numbers and two an-

gular momentum type quantum numbers appear.

Ordinary hydrodynamis orresponds to the large

vauum quantum number limit and super uidity

to small quantum number limit of the theory (see

the hapter 'Hydrodynamis and CP

2

geometry' of

[Pitk�anen

1

,1995℄. Also the Z

0

magneti and mag-

neti uxes are de�ne analogous and losely related

quantum numbers sine spaetime topology is in

general multiply onneted in TGD.

 

(ω1, ω2, k1, k2, n1, n2)

(ω1’, ω2’, k1’, k2’, n1’, n2’)

Figure 8: Topologial �eld quantization: spaetime

sheets are haraterized by frequeny, momentum and

angular momentum like quantum numbers.

4.2 Hydrodynamial self-organization

The basi laim is that without quantum jumps, the

equations of hydrodynamis ould never give rise

to the self-organized pattern of, say Benard ow.

Spaetime sheets form in a natural manner master-

slave hierarhy with respet to the p-adi length and

time sales: short length sale motion adopts its be-

haviour to the slow dynamis of external world rep-

resented by spaetime sheets with larger values of

the p-adi prime p. p-Adi length sale hypothesis

together with the expeted saling laws means that

master-slave hierarhy in priniple allows to dedue

rather preise quantititative preditions. An exam-

ple of hydrodynami self-organization is provided by

Benard ow. In this ase the heat soure below the

liquid vessel indues heat ow and orresponding

feed of quantum entanglement to the system and

self-organization ours as a onsequene.

In TGD piture haoti behaviour should result

at the limit when entanglement (entropy) feed be-

omes very large. The large entropy feed involved

should ause haotiity although quantum jumps

would still our. For instane, in the transition to

hydrodynami turbulene entanglement feed/energy

feed inreases and leads to the larger entropy and

generates gradually haoti ow. In aordane with

strong NMP, the inrease of entanglement feed makes

possible the formation of quantum entangled sys-

tems of inreasingly larger size and harateristi

time sale of dynamis and it is tempting to inter-

pret eah period doubling bifuration as an emer-

gene of a larger unit of ow with a larger harater-

isti time sale. It might be possible to relate the ap-

pearene of the time sales related by powers of two

to p-adi length sale hypothesis whih also predits

that physially interesting length sales orrespond

to ertain powers of two. One must however notie

that the mere presene of iteration proess ould

explain period doubling. In the hapter 'Hydrody-

namis and CP

2

geometry' of [Pitk�anen

1

,1995℄, a

model for the generation of hydrodynami turbu-

lene based on the deay of hydrodynamis vorties

is onsidered quantitatively: the model does not in-

volve either p-adi length sale hypothesis nor self-



organization ideas and is ertainly only a partial de-

sription but gives an idea about what it is involved.

4.3 Energy transfer mehanisms

Hydrodynami dissipation must orrespond to the

transfer of energy from the hydrodynamial ow

at larger p-adi length sales to thermal energy at

atomi length sales. The basi dissipation meh-

anism at level p is the ollision of two sheets of 3-

spae (partiles) at level p leading to the transfer of

kineti energy of these partiles to the kineti en-

ergy of the smaller spaetime sheets p

1

ondensed

on sheets p. In this manner the energy is gradually

fed from longer to shorter p-adi length sales where

it is eventually transformed to radiation energy and

to the thermal energy of atoms and moleules.

Figure 9: Energy dissipation by ollisions of spaetime

sheets leading to the transfer of kineti energy from

given p-adi length sale to shorter p-adi length sales.

The transfer of angular momentum and energy

via the penetration of Z

0

and ordinary magneti

�elds from sheet p to p

1

� p via wormholes is also

possible. The penetration an take plae either by

the indution of harged wormhole urrents near the

boundaries of the ondensed sheet of 3-spae (this

ould our in super ondutors of type I) or by the

formation of wormholes feeding quantized magneti

ux (this ould our in superondutors of type II).

field line of
magnetic field

CP2

M4
+

R

+Qm

-Qe

+Qe B

A -Qm
A

B

a)                                                          b)     

field line of
electric field

Figure 10: Magneti �eld an penetrate from spae-

time sheet to another one either a) through magneti-

ally harged wormhole ontats or b) with the help of

the wormhole urrents.

In biosystems also the mehanisms of energy

transfer from moleular length sales to larger p-

adi length sales are important and should be ru-

ial for understanding how the metaboli energy is

onsumed. A possible mehanism is the intera-

tion of harged partiles (eletrons) of the atomi

spaetime sheet with the harged wormholes, whose

motion in turn generates emf:s on larger spaetime

sheets. The oupling of the harged wormholes on

the geometry of the boundary of the spaetime sheet

makes possible the ontrol of the shape and size of

the biosystem by eletrons (see the hapter 'TGD

and biosystems' of [Pitk�anen

1

,1995℄).

4.4 Tests

There are several tests for the proposed rather spe-

ulative piture.

a) The onept of manysheeted spaetime and

p-adi length sale hypothesis. The suessful al-

ulations of elementary partile masses give strong

support for the onept below nulear length sales:

the reason is that the dependene of the masses is

exponentially sensitive to the value of k. In nu-

lear physis length sales radially new piture for

the struture of nulei and identi�ation of nulear

strong interation is emerging (see the hapter 'TGD

and nulear physis' [Pitk�anen

2

, 1995℄. Wormhole

BE ondensate piture leads to a mo-del for EEG

and nerve pulse and predits new e�ets. Also the

existene of saled-up versions of nervous system,

nerve pulse and EEG is suggestive. For instane,

aupunture points and so alled meridians onnet-

ing them ould form a larger-sale nervous system.

b) Classial Z

0

�elds. The smallness of the ef-

fets aused by the lassial Z

0

fore is ruial for

deriving a detailed piture of the topologial on-

densate in ondensed matter length sales. Indiret

support for Z

0

fore omes from the solution of the

solar neutrino puzzle at qualitative level: it is not

yet possible to predit the preise value of the so-

lar neutrino de�it. The explanation of the hirality

seletion in biosystems is seond piee of evidene.

Z

0

fore would prevent the ollapse of Super Novae

to blakholes whih General Relativity based mod-

els tend to predit. The formation of Z

0

magneti

vorties might be the real ause for the lowering of

the super uid ritial veloity (see hapter 'Maro-

sopi quantum phenomena and CP

2

geometry' of

[Pitk�anen

1

,1995℄). A further evidene for the lassi-

al Z

0

fore is the anomaly observed in tritium beta

deay near the endpoint of the eletron spetrum.

) Hydrodynamial hierarhy. As far as hydro-

dynamis is onsidered, the length sale of ell should

be very speial sine Z

0

sreening by neutrinos o-

urs in this length sale (see the hapter 'TGD and

ondensed matter physis' of [Pitk�anen

2

,1995℄). Sono-

luminesene is an e�et having no generally a-

epted explanation in standard physis. The size

of the bubble in question is of order ell size and in

the hapter 'TGD and ondensed matter physis' of

[Pitk�anen

2

,1995℄ a TGD based version of the shok

wave model is proposed. The p-adi length sale hi-

erarhy should reet itself in the struture of a tur-

bulent ow (hierarhy of visosities, veloity �elds,

densities, pressures...).

5 The relationship to the deterministi

desription of self organization

The leap from a fairly onventional lassial nonlin-

ear network to TGD-based interpretations of tur-

bulene and self-organization and the onept of

an underlying holo-ux or impliate order suh as



Bohm advaned for many years is not as drasti as

may seem at �rst glane but merits more examina-

tion of the synhronization behavior that does o-

ur in suh deterministi networks. The basi ap-

proah taken by [Chinarov and Gergely,1997℄ and

others (f.. referenes therein) has been to study

networks omposed of pairs of oupled elements where

eah element has funtionally di�erent properties.

A network is omposed of suh ouples, and the

measure of behavior of interest is both in the pair's

output and its internal dynamis. An example of

suh a network would be one that is omposed of un-

derdamped and overdamped phase osillators serv-

ing to reate an ensemble of Josephson-like elements.

The dynamis of suh a system is given [Chinarov

and Gergely, 1997℄ by

d

2

q

i

dt

2

(t) = �f

i

� h

dq

i

dt
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i
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N
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(t)� q
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(t))exp(�aji� jj)

+ Aos(2�ft) ;

dj

i

dt

(t) = j

0

i

� a

j

i

sin(j

i

(t)� q

i

(t)) : (1)

In this model q

i

and j

i

are the phases of the oupled

osillators, h is a frition oeÆient, A is the ampli-

tude of a periodi input signal of frequeny f , a

j

i

is a

oupling strength fator, and a is a site-orrelation

strength. In suh a network there are interations

between entral and peripheral osillators and the

peripheral units are ontrolled by the entral units.

Synhronization among di�erent lusters of os-

illators that are remote from one another in the

network is possible. A more interesting phenomenon

an be found when there is a separate mean �eld

for peripheral and entral osillators and all ele-

ments are synhronized within two asynhronous

lusters. There arise strange attrators that, by

modulation of the periodi fore input, an be on-

trolled and swithed in behavior (rotation within the

phase plane). Synhronization of randomly swith-

ing bistable elements an also be observed through

modulation of the mean-�eld interations.

In terms of the many-sheeted spaetime frame-

work and the model of hierarhial hydrodynamis

based upon energy transfer between multiple-saled

3-spae sheets, one an posit that there is a possi-

ble onnetion between the development of entral-

peripheral (CO-PO) osillator ouplings and hierar-

hies of lusters of suh CO-PO lusters with the

feed-ow networks of quantum entanglements that

ditate how a olletion of spaetime sheets form o-

herent master-slave hierarhies following the prini-

ples of p-adi length and time sales. Starting from

this speulative platform an lead to a perspetive

suh that the struture of suh ouplings and luster

relations in a network (be it of partiles or ells or

organisms), inluding the status of membership of a

given osillator unit into the CO or PO lass itself,

is a dynami proess. This brings one bak to the

original QCAM and CLAN model whereby the en-

tire network topologial dynamis is reon�gurable

on the basis of something like the synhronization

patterns that emerge within di�erent parts of the

network. A geometry of synhronization ould be

responsible for the emergene and also the wan-

ing and disappearane of organizational onnetiv-

ity between remote and seemingly random elements

and lusters. This geometry would be quite unlike

any physial geometry but measureable nonetheless

as omputer simulations by Kryukov, Chinarov, and

others have shown.

Suh a synhronization-spae topology would ex-

hibit some of the harateristis of non-loal and

global, holo-ux inuene, without any plae or need

for so-alled hidden variables, that was pointed to-

ward by Bohm's quantum potential and impliate

order onepts. It may also point the way toward an

improved understanding not only of hydrodynami-

al self-organization but also of phenomena of o-

herene and synhroniity in biology, mediine, and

psyhology that have heretofore been relegated to

experimental error or pure oinidene. One of the

more interesting avenues for further investigation

may be in fat to apply these onepts of both quan-

tum self-organization and dynami network synhro-

nization to the behavior of bioeletromagneti phe-

nomena suh as the meridian system and its �eld-

like interation with the ell membrane and ytoskele-

tal dynamis of the entral nervous system and in

partiular with those regions and plexuses through-

out the CNS other than the brain that have been

traditionally assoiated with enters of psyhophys-

ial energy.
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